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UNITED STATES
ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. D C 20545

MAR
MEMORANDUM FOR CHAIRMAN SEABORG

COMMISSIONER RAMEY 
COMMISSIONER TAPE 
COMMISSIONER JOHNSON

SUBJECT: B-52 CRASH AT THULE AIR BASE,

This is the fifth in a series of status
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US DOE ARCHIVES 
326 U.S. ATOMIC ENERGY 

RG__________COMMISSION_______

Collection DPS Cvgu)__________
GREENLAND .TBox_____ n jbt>
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^^tgnto7 tUe Coianiss£on on t-ho-
Thule B-52 accident situation. This report briefly summarizes informa
tion available as of 5:00 p.m., March 11, 1968.

Except for parachute material, all weapon residue received at Rocky Flats 
, and LASL has been examined. DELETED
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The ten (10) urine samples which were sent to Wright Patterson Air Force 
Base have been subjected to tritium analysis. The highest reading was 
150 times less than the permissible body burden. Thorough plutonium 
analysis is being deferred until personnel return to home stations due 
to previously experienced difficulties at Palomares in obtaining uncon
taminated specimens.

The Oak Ridge National Laboratory is continuing to act as the technical 
liaison agent within the AEC family to work directly with Thule to assure 
technical compatibility of shipping configurations and to ascertain the 
amounts of residue involved, the proposed shipping times and methods of
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shipping. Action is being taken to provide ORNL an additional $10,000 
to cover their estimated costs for this fiscal year. If it develops 
that the aircraft debris is shipped separately and relatively soon, it 
is the staff's understanding that this debris will be sent to Oak Ridge 
Operations. On the other hand, if aircraft debris shipments are delayed 
until summer and combined with the contaminated ice, it may be desirable 
that all of the debris be sent to the location finally selected for 
disposal.

Within the AEC staff, the Division of Operational Safety will provide 
technical advice to assist in determining the method and place for dis* 
posing of aircraft debris and contaminated ice as well as developing 
criteria for effecting a material balance. The matter of effecting a 
material balance is considered highly desirable to (a) satisfy AEC's 
interest in the amounts that are to be disposed of either through burial 
or economic recovery, if feasible, (b) satisfy AEC's interest in the 
long-term health and safety aspects of the amount that is not removed 
from'the incident site, and (c) assure the Danish Government that ade
quate cleanup has been accomplished. The material balance activities 
may be broadly grouped into four categories:

1. Liquid - It should be fairly inexpensive to obtain a reasonably 
accurate material balance for the liquid (contaminated ice) which 
is to be returned to the AEC. One possible method would be to 
simply stir each tank, obtain a sample, and chemically analyze.
(It is possible that the core sample analyses may provide informa
tion adequate for this phase of the material balance.)

2. Aircraft Debris - It was suggested that this balance might be most 
reasonably obtained by employing measuring techniques and statis
tical analysis methods now used by Rocky Flats. The feasibility 
of duplicating the RF equipment for use at the site to which the 
aircraft debris is returned will be explored.

3. Weapons Scrap - Since this material is all being shipped to RF, 
several methods may be used, depending on the economic considera
tions, for obtaining a material balance. Among these are dis
solution and chemical recovery, scrubbing, with solution analysis 
and residue monitoring.
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4. Parachutes - The parachutes have bacn shipped to Richland Operations
and are being opened for inspection in an existing "hot cell” facility. 
Two methods considered for obtaining material balances on these items 
are (1) to monitor each parachute as it is being removed from the 
container and (2) to dissolve or burn the parachutes and analyze 
the residue. V?e believe that facilities for both of these methods 
are now available at RL.

General cleanup activities are continuing at the accident scene and the 
removal and packaging of ice red snew from the burned area are now under- 
way. As of llarch 11, thirty-seven (37) 25,000 gallon tanks have been 
filled with ice and snow from the burned area and the overall removal 
effort was estimated to be 5C% complete. deleted

which should provide positive identification.
Vie are awaiting a follow-on message

we understand that Dr. Walske is making arrangements for a meeting with 
Danish representatives at the Pentagon on March 18-19, 1968. It is 
expected that General Eunziker and Dr. Langham, LASL, will present brief
ings to the group prior to open discussions. Vie.also understand that 
Commissioner Tape will attend.

In response to a request by lir. Conway, arrangements have been made for 
Dr. Langham to brief the JCAE on the Thule accident at an Executive 
Hearing on March 20, 1968, at 10:00 a.m. Vie understand that Commissioner Tape 
plans to attend.

Access clearance to the unclassified Health Physics area at Los Alamos has 
been granted for a visit with Dr. Langham by Dr. Per Grande of the Danish 
Public Health Service during the period March 13-14, 1968.
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[signed) Edward B„ Ciller
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SUBJECTiB“52 XRaSH - LEGAL CLaIMS AND SCIENTISTS REACTION 

I• DANISH TELEVISION NEWS CARRIED SPOT REPORT MARCH 12
from riso nuclear research institute confirming that wildlife
AND PLANT TEST SPECIMENS FROM CRASHSITE SURROUNDINGS NEAR
thule revealed only "fraction permissible radiation level."

2• DANISH AEC
February 27 said radiation around crash site negligible

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
PAGE 2 RUDKPN3743 CONFIDENTIAL 
AND BAN ON FOX HUNTING IN AREA TO BE LIFTED, HE PRAISED

w USaF EFFORTS CLEANUP SITE* AID MaRCH 12
REPORTED ALONttiSAflEEUI N£S RE RADIATION HAZARD 

TO DANISH GQVT ANDljflHHHV^^CTED "PLEASANT VISIT" WITH 
DOD AND AEC AUTHORITIES In us beginning MARCH Tfc.

3.C0YAL GREENLAND TRADE DEPARTMENT CONFIRMED TO AlR/A THAT 
BAN AGAINST Fox HUNTING LIFTED/ HUNTING RAVENS ALSO PERMITTED/
and restricted area for hunting other animals around crash 
site REDUCED*

CLASSIFICATION CANCEXLfcT*^'
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4. ALSOSA ID HE UNDERSTANDS THaT DANISH GOVT
EXPECTS 'at THIS time dE ABLE COVER ALL CIVILIAN CLAIMS 
ARISING FROMACCIDENT AND HAS NO INTENTjDN INSTITUTING
Claims of its own. **feeling is that us already has been to enough 
expense as resultcrash*»/ he said* white'
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